INTRODUCTION
Accurate prediction of hypersonic inlet flow fields is essential for the overall performance evaluation of high speed propulsion systems. Since the inlet is the first component in the propulsion system, its performance influences the performance of the downstream components and consequently, the performance of the entire system. Various types of problems can be encountered in inlet flow fields. The flow can separate, strong secondary flows can develop as a result of shock/boundary layer interactions, and the inlet can go into a shock wave oscillation cycle known as buzz.
In order to simulate the inlet flow field, two numerical codes, each belonging to a different class of algorithms, have been selected. The two codes , a time-marching full Navier-Stoke (NS) code, PARC', and a space marching Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) code, PEPSIS', have been extensively verified in the supersonic and hypersonic regimes. Two dimens iona13, -5 , axisymme tr ic3, ', and 3 -D7
calculations and comparisons with experiment have been performed using the PARC code. Similar comparisons using PEPSIS, for 2-D" flows and 3-D corner" and flows have also been performed. Navier-Stokes equations in strong conservation form with the Beam and Warming approximate factorization alg~rithm'~. It uses central differencing and Jameson type explicit and implicit artificial dissipation".
To simplify the solution of the resulting block pentadiagonal system, the block implicit operators are diagonalized thereby reducing the equations to a scalar diagonal ~ystem'~. The loss of time accuracy due to the diagonalization does not affect the spatial accuracy of the s~lution'~. This code was originally developed as AIR by Pulliam and Steger16. Pulliam15 later added the Jameson" artificial dissipation and called the code ARC.
Cooper' adapted the ARC code for internal flow problems in propulsion applications and named the code PARC.
In regions of the flow not dominated by elliptic effects, single sweep PNS flow solvers can be employed with minimal loss of accuracy. In fact greater flow field resolution can be obtained since finer grids are possible as a result of reduced computational effort compared to NS solvers. The class of internal flows found in hypersonic inlets performing at or near design conditions is generally free of elliptic effects except for small areas of subsonic flow near the walls of the inlet. The PEPSIS code solves the steady parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) system of equation for hypersonic or supersonic flow using a linearized block implicit scheme. Special treatment of the equations prevents branching in the subsonic portion of the flow field. The solution is obtained by spatially marching in the dominant flow direction. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
The experimental inlet is a scaled down model of the Generic Option 2 hypersonic inlet which has been testedI7 by the McDonnell Douglas Corporation. The total pressure and temperature at the entrance to the model were 3388.9 psi and 3420.7'R respectively. The entrance Mach number was 12.25 and the Reynolds number per foot was 1.05E06. The duration of the test was 30 msec out of which a steady state was observed for the last 15 msec. The geometry of the Generic Option 2 inlet is shown in Figure 1 . The inlet is located 30 inches from the leading edge of the flat plate in order to simulate the boundary layer growth on the forebody of a hypersonic aircraft, Top and bottom compression wedges slow the incoming flow through a series of oblique shock waves. The contraction of the inlet can be varied, although the present calculations and experiments have all been run at a contraction ratio of 5.0. Side plates swept at 45' connect the top and bottom wedges and prevent compressed flow from spilling over the sides of the inlet. The three fuselage stations shown in Figure 1 correspond to the locations where the comparisons with experiment will be made.
For the comparisons labeled outboard, the static and pitot pressure rakes are located , 3 7 5 and , 6 2 5 inches from the sidewall, respectively.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Comparisons between predictions and experimental data were made using results from a two-dimensional analysis (PARC2D) and a threedimensional analysis (PARC3D). In both cases the flow was assumed to be laminar. This assumption was verified by the experimental inve~tigators'~ for a majority of the flow in the inlet. However, discussions with Cosner" of McDonnell Douglas and the heat transfer data in Reference 17 indicated that the flow in the corners of the inlet was transitioning from laminar to turbulent. Since it was not possible to simulate this transition, the fully laminar predictions are presented. The pressure from the 3-D calculation is higher due the coalescence of secondary flow from the sidewalls along the ramp centerline. The pressure distribution on the cowl surface along the centerline is shown in Figure 3 .
The PARC3D solution once again compares well with the experimental data.
However, there are no data points in the middle of the duct where the solution shows a peak in the pressure. The PARC2D solution departs from the experimental values beyond 50 inches due to the three-dimensional nature of the flow. The calculated ramp surface pressures in Figure 4 are in good agreement with the experiment. Both the trends and the magnitude are in good agreement. The agreement between PARC3D solution and the cowl surface pressure data shown in Figure 5 is rather poor.
The reason for this discrepancy is believed to be the turbulent transition of the flow near the corners of the inlet even though the bulk of the flow though the inlet is laminar. Figure 6 shows the pitot pressure profile at the entrance of the inlet. The rise in the pitot pressure ratio (>1.0) is due to the shock coming from the flat plate preceding the entrance of the inlet. The numerical smearing of the shock makes the pitot pressure distribution slightly smoother than the sharp change of the profile which resulted experimentally. However, the level of the profile averaged over the height of the duct above the shock agrees well with the data. The effect of slight shock smearing can also be seen in the pitot pressure profile at the fuselage station 40.0 inches from the leading edge of the flat plate (designated F-S 4 0 . 0 ) which is shown in Figure 7 . The middle portion of the duct, which would have a free stream value in the presence of sharper shocks from the ramp and the cowl, shows a slightly higher value than the free stream value. However, the solution agrees well with the single data point above the cowl shock towards the cowl surface.
The numerical smearing may be a result of the grid resolution and the artificial viscosity model in PARC. Currently there is no mechanism for reducing the artificial viscosity in areas where it is not required such as near walls and in areas of high grid resolution. Figure 8 shows the pitot pressure profile at F-S 51.7 which is the final constant area portion of the inlet. Comparison of the solution with the data is poor close to the cowl surface; however, away from the wall the agreement is reasonable. The poor comparison close to the wall can be attributed to a lack of grid resolution and to artificial dissipation. Further studies with a different grid distribution and some modifications to the artificial dissipation model, such as reducing the artificial dissipation in the boundary layer, should be performed. Finally, the pitot pressure profile at F-S 51.7 on the outboard side of the inlet is shown in Figure 9 . The solution does not agree well with the experimental data, possibly due to the turbulent transition of the flow near the corners. Figure 10 shows Mach number contours from the PARC3D calculations at Mach 12.25 for several planes inside the inlet. The flow enters the inlet at the right and is deflected upward by the ramp shock. Six inches further downstream the flow encounters the cowl lip shock which deflects the flow downward. The boundary layers formed on the swept sidewall interact with the shocks from the ramp and cowl surfaces causing the boundary layer to thin in the corners formed by the compression surfaces and the sidewalls. The strong secondary flows generated by the ramp and cowl shocks in the corner regions merge along the sidewalls as shown in the fourth plane from the right, and then bulge outward into the interior flow field. The last three planes of Figure 10 are shown in Figure 11 . The thinning of the corner boundary layers is evident in this figure as well as the outward bulging of the flow along the sidewalls.
In the first plane from the right, the shock waves, seen as the two sets of horizontal lines in the center of the plane, have just crossed. In the second plane the ramp shock has reflected off the cowl and the cowl shock is reflecting off the ramp. Between the second and last planes the ramp shock hits the ramp surface about 2 inches downstream of the cowl shoulder, reflects and merges with the cowl shock. In the last plane the merged shocks which have not yet reached the cowl surface are visible as the closed contour at the top of the plane.
The three-dimensional flow through the Generic Option 2 inlet was calculated using the PNS turbulent analysis at Mach 11. At the farthest upstream station ahead of the inlet, at the right, one can discern the predicted boundary layer height on the simulated forebody. As the flow proceeds into the inlet at the second plane from the right, boundary layers are generated on the sideplates and ramp surfaces. The shock wave generated by the ramp is just at the edge of the boundary layer at this station. Proceeding into the inlet, the third plane from the right shows the shock waves generated by the ramp and cowl as horizontal lines, while the sidewall boundary layer displacement has generated weak shocks near the sidewalls shown as vertical lines.
The shocks generated by the compression surface glance across the boundary layers on the sidewalls producing a characteristic thickening of the boundary layer near the shock and thinning of the boundary layer in the corners. Strong secondary flows are generated by the shock wave/boundary layer interaction which affect the flow downstream in the inlet.
In Figure 13 only the last three planes of the inlet flow field are shown. The viewpoint has been changed from the previous figure. One now views the computed flow field from outside and behind the inlet, looking through the near sidewall. The plane at the right is the same as the last plane of the previous figure.
The compression shocks from the ramp and cowl appear as horizontal lines. The swirling lines around the shocks indicate the boundary layers which have grown on the wedges and sidewalls and which have been highly distorted by interactions with the compression shocks. The low energy flow of the sidewall boundary layer has been swept up the sidewall by the ramp shock and down the sidewall by the cowl shock.
Near the center of the sidewall these two secondary flows collide. As the flow proceeds downstream to the center plane, the shock waves cross and are distorted by interaction with the sidewall boundary layer and the expansion fan on the ramp surface. At this station, the ramp shock is reflecting from the cowl surface and the cowl shock is seen as the horizontal line through the middle of the plane. Vortices generated by the shock/boundary layer interactions have pulled away from the sidewall while interacting with each other. Proceeding to the last plane on the left, the expansion generated on the lower surface causes a strong pressure gradient from top to bottom. Low energy flow along the sidewall moves into the corner formed by the sidewall and the ramp surface. As the shock wave created by the ramp and reflected from the cowl strikes the ramp surface, just under the cowl shoulder, the low energy flow in the corner separates. The PNS analysis cannot be made to proceed farther due to the magnitude of the separation in the lower corners, vortical flow near the sidewalls and thick boundary layers on both the ramp and cowl surfaces.
The primary difference between the two calculations is that the turbulent flow at Mach 11.3 separates while the laminar flow at Mach 1 2 . 2 5 remains attatched throughout the inlet. A possible explanation for this difference is the locations of the shock wave ramp intersection in the constant area portion of the inlet. The shock wave for the turbulent calculation hits the ramp at a location just under the cowl shoulder, whereas the shock wave for the laminar case hits the ramp surface several inches further downstream. The expansion over the ramp shoulder causes low momentum flow to be drawn into the ramp-sidewall corner. The turbulent Mach 11.3 flow seperates in the ramp-sidewall corner before the sidewall flow has been influenced by the cowl shoulder. The higher Mach number in the laminar cases causes the shock wave angles to be decreased and the shock intersection in the constant area portion of the inlet to be moved further downstream. The flow of low energy flow into the ramp-sidewall corner is decreased buy the cowl shoulder expansion thus causing the flow to remain attatched.
CONCLUSIONS
The hypersonic flow studied experimentally by the HcDonnell Douglas corporation has been analyzed using two different CFD models. Threedimensional laminar NS calculations were compared with the experimental data. These calculations demonstrated a strong three-dimensional flow effect in the inlet; static pressure distributions along the centerline were in much closer agreement with the experiment for the three-dimensional calculations than for the twodimensional ones. The three-dimensional flow field calculated using PARC3D exhibited the strong secondary flows generated by shockfioundary layer interactions. The turbulent 3D PNS analysis at Mach 11.3 indicated that the inlet would experience strong secondary flows generated by shockfioundary layer interactions and would probably experience large flow separations in the corners formed by the compression surface and sidewall. Separations in this part of the inlet are critical and could lead to inlet unstart by generating strong normal shocks near the separation bubble. It appears that strongly three-dimensional flows exist in this class of rectangular internal-compression inlets in this speed regime. Controlling these interactions presents a major challenge for high speed air-breathing propulsion. 
